Due to the Governor’s November 9 updated Directed Health Measures, we are
making adjustments to our schedule through at least November 30. We will
reevaluate our schedule at that time.
As of November 11 our service schedule has changed:
 We will hold Renew Class Wednesday, November 11 at 6:30 p.m. Please follow
the precautionary measures listed below as they pertain to you and your
family.
 Renew class will then be suspended until December 2 ‐ unless further Directed
Health Measures or family health conditions require us to change our planned
restart.
 We are suspending adult and children’s Christian Education/Sunday School
classes until December 6.
 Sunday morning service, Praise Tots and 3D Kids will continue as we have been
doing them while making reasonable effort to maintain physical distancing
between family units. Masks are not mandated, but are certainly welcomed.
 VRYouth will meet at 6 PM Sunday evening. Masks will be required.
We want to make as many wise choices as possible available to each person. Please
act as directed by the Holy Spirit and wisdom as you sense God is leading you.
1. If you are ill in any way; if your temperature is elevated above 100o, or there
are other symptoms of illness, please stay home and let us know so that we
may pray for you.
2. If you have been exposed to COVID and are made aware of your exposure,
please act in a way that considers others, whether at home, at work or here at
church (Philippians 2:3‐4).
3. If you have or develop a fever, new cough, new shortness of breath, loss of
taste or smell, go home or stay home and self‐quarantine until symptom free
for at least seven days.
4. If you are exposed, or have symptoms of illness, the most important actions
available are self‐quarantine, physical distancing, hand washing, and, if you are
able, to wear a mask.
5. We are making every effort to act in accord with the NE DHHS guidelines in
effect since November 9, 2020. These can be found here under Madison
County. These guidelines are currently in effect for every county.
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6. If you sense the Lord speaking to you about staying home from church
activities, please know this is perfectly acceptable. We will not question your
faith or your decision...we want what the Lord wants for you and for you to be
confident in your decision.
7. We know that there are individual differences of opinion, insight, and concern.
We also know that none of those should divide us. Nor should we judge
another’s faith or motives, including the decisions by church leadership. We
are seeking the will of God and ask that you allow us the freedom to act as we
sense the Holy Spirit is leading us in this season of turmoil and doubt; we
encourage each individual to decide what is best for them guided by Biblical
instruction and wisdom. Decide what is best for you while considering others.
8. We continue to thank God for His covering and protection to this point, and
trust that His protection and healing will continue as we place our trust in
Jesus Christ without being prideful, or acting with presumption or arrogance.
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